Prata di Pordenone,
Privacy Policy (website notice)
This page describes how our website is managed in reference to processing of user personal data.
This privacy notice was created PURSUANT TO REGULATION (EU) 2016/679 AND ANY REGULATION APPLICABLE
to people who interact with DURANTE & VIVAN SPA web services for protection of personal data, remotely
accessible from the web address:
www.durante-vivan.com
This privacy notice was created solely for the DURANTE & VIVAN SPA website and not for any other websites
that the user may visit via links.
Data controller
Data relating to identified or identifiable natural persons may be processed after visiting this website. The "Data
Controller" responsible for processing is DURANTE & VIVAN SPA, registered office in Via Giuseppe Garibaldi, 23
33080 Ghirano di Prata (Pn).
Data processing location
Data connected to services on this website is processed at the registered office of DURANTE & VIVAN SPA and
is only handled by specialized data processing operators.
Type of data processed
Browsing data.
As part of routine operations, computer systems and software procedures that manage website function
acquire certain personal data whose transmission is implicit in the use of Internet communication protocols.
This information is not collected for association with identified subjects, but could be used to identify users, if
processed and associated with data held by third parties.
This category of data covers, for example, IP addresses or domain names of the user's computer or other
devices connected to the website, URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) addresses of resources requested, time of
request, method used to submit the request to the server, response file size, numerical response status code
sent by the server (successful, error, etc.) and other parameters relating to the user's operating system and
computer environment.
This data is only used to obtain anonymous statistical data on website use and check correct website function
and is deleted immediately after processing. Data may be used to ascertain responsibility in the event of any
online criminal offences against the website. Apart from this reason, in ordinary circumstances web contact
data does not persist for more than seven days.
Data provided voluntarily by the user.
The explicit, optional and voluntary sending of email to the addresses given on this website means that the
sender's email address and any other personal data included in the message will then be acquired in order to
respond to your request.
Specific short notices will be progressively shown or displayed on website pages for particular services subject
to request.
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Cookies
No personal user data is acquired by the website for this purpose.
The website does not use cookies to transmit personal data and does not use any type of persistent cookies, or
systems to trace users.
Use of session cookies (not permanently memorized on the user's computer and which disappear when the
browser is closed) is strictly limited to transmission of session identification cookies (consisting of random
numbers generated by the server) necessary for allowing safe, smooth browsing of the website. The session
cookies used on this website mean no other computing techniques that may compromise user privacy while
browsing are needed, and do not allow acquisition of personal data that identifies the user.
This website contains Google Analytics cookies to collect aggregated statistical data on how users use the
website (number of visitors, pages visited, time spent on the website and so on).
Plug-ins and Facebook, Twitter and Google+ share buttons mean that the website contains third party cookies
to allow users to connect to their social media accounts and share website content via the social network
(Facebook, Twitter, Google+).
Please note that using with this website implies user consent to use of cookies. You can change your browser
settings on your computer to limit or block cookies. Instructions for the most commonly used browsers are
provided below:
Internet Explorer: http://windows.microsoft.com/is-IS/windows7/How-to-manage-cookies-in-Internet-Explorer-9
Firefox: http://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/Cookies
Chrome: http://support.google.com/chrome/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=95647
Safari: http://support.apple.com/kb/PH19214 for iOS - http://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201265)
Optional provision of data.
Apart from the information specified for browsing data, the user can freely provide personal data in request
forms, product orders, subscription to newsletters, or other communications. If the user does not provide data,
it may be impossible to obtain the requested service.
Processing methods
Personal data is digitally processed for the length of time strictly necessary for the purpose for which it was
collected. Specific safety measures are observed to prevent loss, unlawful or incorrect use of, and
unauthorized access to data.
Rights of data subjects
The data subject has the right to obtain confirmation of existence of data and the purposes of data use. In
relation to processing of personal data the subject has the right to request confirmation of the existence of
personal data, to obtain access to their personal data, rectification, cancellation, limitation and data transfer
to another data controller. The subject has the right to oppose processing for lawful reasons. Since processing
is not subject to consent, the user does not have the right to withdraw consent. We would like to remind you
that the data subject still has the right to register a complaint with the Italian Data Protection Authority
(Garante) to exercise his/her rights or for any other issue relating to processing of his/her personal data. Those
rights may be exercised via a request to the data controller by email or registered letter to the contacts given
above.
Note
We will do our best to make sure our website functions are compatible with automatic privacy control settings
available in certain products employed by users. Considering that the automatic control mechanisms are not
currently free of errors or bugs, please note that this document, published here
https://www.durante-vivan.com/en/privacy-policy-en
is the Privacy Policy of this website which is subject to updates.
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